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Abstract
This paper proposes a method lbr cooperative intbrmation
svsttma modeling based on integration of conceptual repre-
sentations. Starting lYom existing information ~’stems, a
global intbrmation system is developed by integrating the
initial ones. Tile originality of the approach is the use of a
unification model ti’om which the cooperation process is
started, and the comparison of classes basing on static and
behavioral aspects of objects. The last aspects are given by
their liliz cycles.

Introduction

Nowadays, cooperation in information system (IS) model-
ing has become of great necessity due to the increasing
need of enterprises and organisations to share and to reuse
information. Besides, numerous methods, technics and
tools coexist in the IS field all aiming at the restructuring
and support of IS adaptation or development process. So,
it is difficult for a large enterprise having different
autonomous services, for instance, to choose or to apply a
single method to design its IS. The design can be then
carried out by a group of designers which work separately
and use eventually a different analysis and desigm method
to model each department IS. This helps 1o work concur-
rently on the one lured, and to overcome the problem of
complexity on the other. The global system becomes an
assemblage of units (sub-s3’stems) endowed with various
resources. But without concertation it is improbable that
the global IS can be used in practice. The approach that
we propose in this paper to realise this concertation con-
sists in integrating the resulting subsystems in order to
constn]ct a global ~stem. The integration is carried out in
three steps deduced from the database field (Spaccapietra,
Parent, and Dupont 1992) and adapted to the design field.

The integration of information systems is a difficult task
since the global IS has to satis~’ the following properties:
¯ Correctness: The common ~’stem has to contain all

concepts present in any component subsystem correctly.
¯ Minimality: If the same concept is represented in more

then one component subsystem, it has to be represented
only once in the integrated system.

¯ Understandability: The integrated system must be eas3.’
to understand for the user.
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It is especially the second property which makes the in-
tegration a non-trivial task.

Our approach differs from other approaches in the fol-
lowing points:

¯ The framework which we use for the integration aims to
conceal the dissimilarity between object-oriented meth-
ods and tools and to be able to integrate and reuse
modules which are developed through the use of differ-
ent design n|ethodologics.

¯ The use of object behavioral aspects given by their life
c3.’cles to detect similarities and conflicts between
classes.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows:

section 2 is devoted to the presentation of our approach.
Section 3 describes in detail the different integration steps.
Section 4 presents our conclusions and future works.

IS Modeling by Integration

Modeling a complex IS by considering it as a single entity
does not help to express its intrinsic complexity. This is
why the classic modeling methods -whether they are or-
ganisational, functional or object oriented - are far from
being suitable to model it. As information syslems become
more complex, researchers are trying to elaborate efficient
methods to model them. In the last decade several ap-
proaches have been proposed (Ducatcau. 1995). (Koriche,
1996).

Our proposal to model a complex IS is to start with
modeling subsyslems which cover all the domain to be
modelled and then to integrate them. This approach has
many advantages. First, the modeling problem is divided
into less complex ones and therefore the complexity of the
system can be controlled. Second. the modeling becomes a
cooperative task which can be performed by designer
teams who work concurrently and can use different analy-
sis and design methods.

Our modeling method is based on three steps. First, in-
formation subsystems are translated using a generic model
to obtain a unified representation of them. This step is
called preintegration. Then, elements of the different
information snbs3’stems are compared to find similarities
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or conflicts between them. Finally the subsystems are
merged after resolving conflicts.

The following figure shows these three steps. In this
figure, different sub-.systems IS1, IS2 ..... ISn are modelled
using a given analysis and design method M1, M2 .....
Mn. After the preintegratiun step, each sub-system is
modelled in the Unification Model (UM).

ComparisonMerging ~~

Figure 3" The thxee integration steps

The generic model which we have used as a unification
model is called MGCO2 (Gargouri, 1995).

Integration Process
In the following, we describe each of the integration

steps in detail.

Preintegration
In order to translate the subsystems conceptual represen-
tations (realised using OMT, O* .... ) into MGCO2
equivalent ones, (Gargouri, 1997) proposes an hybrid
approach. It consists in transforming a conceptual repre-
sentation obtained by applying any object oriented anal)-~is
and design method into its MGCO2 equivalent one. The
transformation mapping T is defined as follows:

T:Mx C(IVI)’-~C(MGCO2)"
where M={OOAD, OMT, O*, ...}, C(M) is the set of 
concepts and C(MGCO2) is the set of MGCO2 concepts.
The resulting conceptual representation is independent
from M. Moreover, an MGCO2 concept may be split into
several M concepts and, inversely, an M concept may
correspond to a sequence of MGCO2 concepts.

Example. Let’s take a complex application that we call
’Clinic’ concerning the data management of a clinic. It is
decomposed into many sub-applications from which we
distinguish the two sub-applications ’Administration’ and
’Surgery’ concerning respectively the management of in-
formation of the administration and those of the general
surgew department. Figure 2 shows their conceptual rep-
resentations. The first sub-application is modelled with
OMT (Rumbangh, 1991), while the other with 
(’Brunet, 1993). The class ’Physician’ of the system 
represents all the clinic physicians while that of $2 repre-
sents only surgeons. Besides, the class Sl.Patient repre-

sents all the patients admitted in the clinic and S2.Patient
represents only patients who undergo operations. This
example is easier than a real situation. However, it illus-
trates our method fully.

I

Figure 2: Conceptual representations of two subsystems

The transformation ofboth information systems leads to
the following conceptual textual representations

Class Person: Abstract Class Patient: Concrete
Properties: inherits Person

number: INTEGER Properties:
f name: STRING dateadm: DATE
name: STRING service: STRING
age: INTEGER Methods:
addre~: Address change_set0

St-fie eomtrain~: ENDCTASS palier~
Uniqueness: number C~ms Employee: Concrete

Methods: Inherits Person
cxeate0 Properties:
destro~ ) entrance date: DATE

ENDCLASS Person salary: II{ITEGER
Class Address: Abstract Methods:
Properties: change_sal0

street: STRING ENDCLASS Employee
m-: INTEGER Class Physician: Concrete
city: STRING Inherits Employee

Me.rods: Properties:
change_adr0 speoJa.tty: STRING

ENDCLASS Addre~q ENDCLASS Physician

Figure3. Textual representation of S 1

C~ms Operation: Concrete {street: STRII~G, nr: INTEGER,
Properties: civ,’: STRING}

nr: INTEGER Static constraint.q:
op_date: DATE Uniqueness: number
responsible: Physician Methods:
patient: Patient create()

Methods: destroy( 
create() change_adr0
deploy0 ENDCLASS Person
change0 Class Patient: Concrete

ENDCLASS Operation Inherits Person
C~Lass Person: Abstract Properties:
Properties: adm date: DATE

number: INTEGER Methods:
f_name: STRING "~hange. state0
name: STRING ENDCLASS Pa~.ent
age: INTEGER Class Physician: Concrete
address: aggregation of Inherits Person

ENDCLASS Physician
Figure 4. Textual representation of $2
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Comparison
Once the translation is done, the next step in the integra-
tion process is to find common elements between the
original subsystems.

Although an IS represents objects of the real world, with
their properties and their behavior, nevertheless the inte-
gration process exceeds representations to consider first
what is represented (the semantic aspects)rather than
how it is represented (the syntactic aspects). Thus. we say
that two information systems have some common things,
if objects of the real world that the?. represent have com-
mon elements. The determination of correspondenccs
betwccn elements of information systems is therefore
based on the real world objects semantics. We define the
real world semantics (RWS) of an object class as being the
set of real world object properties and bchaviour repre-
sented by this class. Our definition of the RWS is different
from that proposed in (Larson, Navathe, and Elmasri
1989) or (Spaecapictra, Parent, and Dupont 1995)con-
cerning database schema intcgration in thc fact that the
later one is based on the class extension occurrences.

Basing on this definition of the RWS, wc compare two
classes from different infornmtion systems by comparing
their attributes first. Once some similarities are detected,
we compare the methods and then their state graphs.

Attribute comparison. The attribute comparison is based
on the comparison of class structures. An attribute set
Att(C) of a class C is formed by the attributes inherited
from the superclasses and the specific class attributes.
Before comparing two classes, it is therefore necessary to
determine all their attributes. The structure of a class can
be represented by a labelled infinite tree whose nodes arc
attribute types and whose leaves are predefined t)~es. The
relationship between two class t)~cs is then expressed in
terms of homomorphism betwcen trees representing their
stn~ctures. From this mapping, the common attributes
between classes arc deduced. A detailed stud), of this for-
malism can be found in (Thiemc and Siebes, 1995).
Example. The Structures of S I.Person and S2.Person will
be represented by the two trees given by figures 5 below.
Note that the trces are not infinite becansewc have no
rccursive types. The two trccs are isomorphic since there
is a bijectivc map between their nodes and edges. Conse-
quently Iwo classes have the samc static structure and
share the same attributes.

The attributes of a class represent its static aspect. Class
methods arc part of its dynamic aspect. If two classes
share a significant number of attributes, they will probably
share some methods which use some of the common at-
tributes. The method comparison is presented in the next
sub-section.

Figure5: Structure of S I.Person and S2.Person

Methods comparison. Each method of an object class
has a body, a type (result provided by the method) and 
signature giving the name and the set of attributes in-
volved by the method. The method set Meth(C) of a class
C is formed by the methods inherited from thc supcr-
classes and the specific class methods.

Methods of a class can be modelled using so called
class-methods whose attribntes represent the arguments,
the bo~" and the type of a mcthod. (The name of thc
method is givcn by the name of the class). This concept is
used also in Shoed 0Escamello De Los Santos, 1993).

Links between the class-methods are semantic links
betwccn the diffcrcnt methods. A definition of the differ-
ent types of links is given in (Ravat, 1996). Especially,
one distinguishes the inheritance link which models an
overload. Indeed. an inheritance link between a super-
class-method X and a sub-class-method indicates that the
method Y overloads the method X.

So, similarl.v to class structures we can define structure
of class-methods. Thus, comparison of methods of two
classes of different information s3’stems leads to attribute
comparison of class-methods. The difficully here resides
in the comparison of method bodies. From the theoretical
point of view, this comparison is possible. By choosing an
appropriate formalism to specify method bodies this com-
parison can also be carried out automatically.

A class state graph describes the behavior of its objects.
This behavior is expressed by the set of methods changing
an object from a state to another. Thus, if two classes have
some common methods, it is probable that they share "also
some parts of the state graphs of each other. So, the study
of the relation ship between state graphs is important.

State Graph Comparison. A class state graph describes
the behavior of its objects in response to an event occur-
rence. This behavior is the same for all the class objects.
Basing on this property, we try to translate semantic rela-
tionships between objects of two classes belonging to
different information systems. Each link will be expressed
in terms of relationship between the state graphs of the
considered classes. This helps, given two state graphs, to
determine the relationship existing between the corre-
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sponding classes. This relationship can be either an in-
clusion, a strict intersection, or a disjunction.
Let C be a class of an IS S, and O an object of this class.
Let st(C) be the set of states that an object 0 can take
during its life cycle, st(C) contains a particular state
state0 that corresponds to the state taken ~" O before its
creation and after its destruction. The C state graph, G(C),
can be defined as follows:
G(C) = (E~,~(C), Const(C), Meth(C), st(C), state0, 
where the functions 8 and X are defined by:
8:st(C)xEvt(C)xConst(C) --* 
8(q, e, c) = the state that takes an object of C being in the
state q in response to an event e when the condition c is
satisfied.
L:st(C)×E~(C)x Const(C)-, Meth(C)
L (q, e, c) = the action activated on an object of C being
in the state q in response to an event e when the condition
c is satisfied.
Example. The state graphs of S1.Patient and S2.Patient
are respectively:

(Evt3, c3)~chang .set0 f~t
(Evt 1. el)/t,zeateO

(1)
) state0 ql hosvitalised

(Evt2,c2ydeatx~y0

(Evil. cl Ycreatc~)

D
~ato0 4 hosnitaliscd

destro~,l) Operated

where Evtl: appoint patient to a service;
E’~2: patient leaves the clinic;
E’~3: patient changes selwices:
E’~¢4: operate patient.
c 1, c2, c3, c4 are constraints.

Remark that the event sequence relative to a path p(q0,
qn) in G(C) represems a scenario of the life cycle ofa 
object.

In the following, Lot S1 and $2 be two distinct infor-
mation systems, CI and C2 be two classes belonging re-
spectively to S 1 and $2. We study the relationship that can
exist between two state graphs. The definition of inclusion
or intersection of two state graphs is provided by. the the-
oD’ of graphs.

If the objects behavior of a class is the same as a part of
the objects behavior of another class, then the former
contains the first. This fact can be demonstrated by the
following lemma.
Lemma 1. We have G(C 1) c G(C 2) ~ CI ~_ 
Proof. Suppose that G(C1) c_ G(C 2). Then all paths 
G(CI) are paths of G(C2) too. If Cla: C2 then one could

find an object O such that O~ C1 and O ¢ C2. Since O
CI means that there c.,dsts a path p(q0, q0)in G(C1)
whose sequence of events is a scenario of LiC(O)and
O¢C2 means that no path in G(C2) corresponds to a sce-
nario of LiC(O), we obtain a contradiction with our hy-
pothesis because p(q0, qO) belongs to G(C2).D

If the behavior of a subset of class objects is the same as
a subset of objects of another class, then the two classes
have a non empty intersection. This fact bc demonstrated
by the following lemma.
Lemma 2. We have G(C1) c7 G(C2), ~b ¢:~ C1 c~ C2, 
Proof. G(C1)rTG(C2);e¢ <:> Evt(C1)~Evt(C2)¢ 
st(C1)rTst(C2)¢ ~ ^ Const(Cl)mConst(C2), 
MOh(CI) r7 Meth(C2);~ qb ^ V p(q0, q0) in 
length(p(q0, q0))>l: p(q0, q0) is in G(C2). <:~30: 
event sequence relative to p(q0, q0) is a scenario 
LiC(O) ̂  Oe C1 ̂  O eC2 ¢:~ C1 r7 C2 ¢: ¢. 

Conflicts taxonomy . When a correspondence describes
some elements as being identical (i.e., they. have the same
representation and the same semantics ) their integration
is then obvious: the integrated element (which will be
present in the final ~.stem) x~ill be identical to the input
elements. But, in most cases, the corresponding elements
present some differences in their representations or in
their semantics. This case leads to a conflict situation. We
give hereafter a taxonomy and some examples of conflicts
occurring when comparing two sub,’stems.
¯ Classification conflicts: A classification conflict occurs

when the corresponding classes describe object sets
which are different but semantically linked. In our ex-
ample Patient in SI describes patients that have been
admitted in the clinic while Patient in $2 describes
only patients who undergo operations.

¯ Structural conflicts: A structural conflict occurs when
the corresponding elements are described using differ-
ent concepts belonging to different abstraction levels,
for example a class and an attribute. In our example,
there is a structural conflict between the S1 class Ad-
dress and the $2 attribute Person.address.

Other types of conflicts can be met, namely, descriptive
conflicts and dynamic aspects conflicts.

Conflict resolution and merging

Once the correspondences between systems are estab-
lished, the integration can begin. Ever)’ correspondence is
analysed in order to determine which integration rule will
be applied to obtain the corresponding final system ele-
ments. The major difficult3.’ of this step to resolve is the
emphasis on the different conflicts and the semantic
problems detected in the comparison step and their reso-
lution. Some merging rules must be therefore established.
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As a solution for the classification conflicts we propose
to include in the integrated information ~stem an appro-
priate gencralisation-specialisation hierarchy" as detailed
by the following rules:
RuleI." G(CI) _c_ G(C2)

Generalise(C2)^ Mask(Mcth(C2) \ Meth(CI)) 
Mask(Art(C2)\ Att(C1)) ^Specialise(C1, 

Rule2: G(C1) ~ G(C2) 
Generalise(C I ~C2) ̂ Specialise(C 1 \ C2, C 1 
^ Specialise(C2 \ C 1, C 1 c~C2)

where Generalise(C) is a method which creates a generali-
sation class C; Speeialise(C, C’) is a method which makes
from C a specialisation of class C’" and Mask is a function
defined on the set of attributes and methods of a class and
it allows the masking of some properties of classes
(Castellani, 1993). By comparing both systems of our
example we obtain following similarities and conflicts:
¯ the classes S1.Person and S2.Person are equivalent

bec~iuse they have the same attributes, the same meth-
ods and the same stale graphs;

¯ the classes Sl.patient and S2.patient have a not empty
intersection:

¯ the class S2.physician is included in Sl.physician.

Conclusion

In this paper we have given a cooperative IS modeling
melhod based on the integration ofs3’stcms conceptual
representations. The method decomposes the cooperation
realisation process into three stcps. In the first step the
initial s3.’stcms are translated by’ a generic model in a uni-
fied representation. The second step, consists in searching
for the similarities between the elements of the different
systems and in detecting eventual conflicts. In the last step
the conflicts must be resolved and the systems are merged
by using some integration rules.

When comparing elcmcnts of the initial systems, we
have used the slate graphs of the systems classes. We have
proved that the relalionship between these graphs can
give information about the semantic relationship between
classes.

The formalisms used for element comparison are only
proposals that have to be developed. In future works, we
will study the different possible conflicts between infor-
mation s3’slems elements in more detail and we will try" to
extend the set of merging rules.

Our approach can be cxtcndcd !o deal with complcx
syslcm modcling (and not only complcx IS modeling)
without any additional reflections. Moreover, this ap-
proach is perhaps a frst step towards the reuse of concep-
tual representations. Indeed, it facilitates IS modeling by
integrating some existing conccptual representations. In
addition to saving rcalisation time and reducing costs, the
reuse of conccptual representations results in the gencmli-
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sation or even the standardisation of conceptual constitu-
ents capable of leading to the use of real conceptual com-
ponents.
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